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Welcome to our virtual poster presentation, Truing the Wheel: Designing a Refined Taxonomy for Virtual Reference Services.  We’d like to thank the Management of Electronic Resources and Services Committee for inviting us to participate in this session. 
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We are John Dorr and Jannelle Ruswick from the Paul V Galvin Library on the main campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology.  Let’s give you a bit of background about IIT and the population we serve.  IIT is a medium-sized, 4-year, private, doctoral degree granting research university, with approximately 2200 undergraduate students and 2700 graduate students at the main campus.  The student population is 68 percent male and about 34 percent of our students are international students.  Our students are characterized as very hard working and focused.  Our student population is in general technically advanced.  And since we have a lot of adults obtaining masters degrees and PhD’s, many students are not on campus on a regular basis.  Therefore, we saw a gap in service that needed to be filled in ways other than traditional in-person reference service. 



Galvin’s Virtual 
Reference

Consists of Email, online form 
submitted via email, and Instant 

Messaging (IM).  
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We have been offering e-mail reference for 10 years, but we wanted to incorporate Instant Messaging (or IM) to our list of services.  IM has been used in libraries for a few years now, and so far the response has been very positive to this new service. Jannelle had already set-up IM reference at University of San Francisco, so fortunately the implementation here went smoothly.  The popularity of IM combined with the knowledge of how to begin IM reference made it clear that offering this new service was the right decision.  So how do we do IM reference at Galvin? 



Galvin’s IM

Instant Messaging conducted two ways:

• GAIM  (now known as PidginPidgin)- an IM 
Client aggregator, with screen names for 
Google Talk, AIM, Yahoo! and MSN

• MeeboMeebo - a widget placed directly on the 
Ask A Librarian site that does not require 
the user to have an IM account

http://www.pidgin.im/
http://www.meebo.com/
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We use GAIM and Meebo to conduct IM reference.  With Meebo, all a patron has to do is type in the box on our web site and we will receive an IM from them just as if they were using an IM platform. Meebo functions in the same manner as GAIM, only it is web based instead of software based.  It also does not require that the patron have a screen name already set up.   GAIM is a free open-source IM client aggregator that’s now known as Pidgin.  This means that we can run many different IM platforms, such as Yahoo, MSN, Google Talk, and AOL Instant Messenger, all through one simple program.  Using an aggregator is a great idea because it allows your patrons to IM you through their preferred platform, and saves you the hassle of having multiple programs running at once.  We started with GAIM at the beginning of the Spring 2007 semester, and added Meebo about a month into our survey period.  In the next slide we’ll show you what it looks like from our side and the patron’s side. 



Virtual Reference

2. Patron’s Screen
Patron receives librarian’s response

1. Librarian’s Screen
Librarian receives IM from patron
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This slide shows the beginning of a typical IM reference question from the view of the Librarian (the dialogue box in the upper left corner of the slide) and the patron (the dialogue box in the lower right corner of the slide). This conversation was initiated by the patron with the statement “Hi, I have a question.” As soon as that message is sent by the patron, a new dialogue box opens on the librarian’s desktop with the patron’s message. Then when the librarian responds to the patron, that response, “Great! How can I help you?” appears in the patron’s dialogue box. The librarian and patron continue their conversation in this manner. 



Troubles with 
Taxonomies
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Now that we’ve covered the background for virtual reference services, let’s turn to the subject of our presentation: reference question taxonomies. 



Hypothesis:

Traditional taxonomies for defining 
reference questions are ill-suited for 

Virtual Reference.  

Over the past 15 years, reference services have changed.  
Let’s take a look at traditional reference question 

taxonomies in light of the new virtual services.
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Before we began providing IM reference, we considered how traditional taxonomies and classification schemes of reference questions would work with Virtual Reference.  I noticed from my previous experience that IM reference questions were different from in person questions.  We wanted to conduct a survey of our virtual reference services to determine if this observation was correct. 



Traditional Taxonomies

William Katz’s question categorization:

1. Ready Reference – Who is the Mayor of 
Detroit?

2.Specific Search – Do you have a copy of 
Gravity’s Rainbow?

3.Extended Research – In-depth research 
assistance on a topic.

Katz, William A. Introduction to Reference Work. 5th ed. Boston: McGraw-
Hill, 1987.
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William Katz created a widely used and classic reference question taxonomy.  He divided reference questions into three categories.  The first is Ready Reference, in which a librarian could walk directly to a reference resource and look up the answer.  For example, a patron wants to know the name of the Mayor of Detroit.  The question is easily answered using one reference source.  The second type of question is a Specific Search.  This type of question is a bit more in depth than ready reference.  The patron may be looking for a specific article, or need information on a specific topic.  The transaction does not get too in-depth, but usually includes some catalog searching or maybe some brief instruction on a topical database or resource.  The final category Katz used was Extended Research.  This is where librarians really get to show off their skills.  The patron has an in-depth research question, and the librarian uses a variety of resources to instruct the patron on how to find information.  These questions can take awhile, and are more involved than a specific search. 



Traditional Taxonomies

JoAnn Sears expanded Katz’s taxonomy to 
include:

4.  Library Policy – How many books can I 
check out?

5.  Directional – Where are the restrooms?

Sears, JoAnn. “Chat Reference Service: An Analysis of One Semester’s 
Data,” Issues in Science and Technology Librarianship (Fall 2001).
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Later, JoAnn Sears expanded Katz’s categories to include Library Policy and Directional.  Sears found that many questions asked at the reference desk were about library policies such as “how long can I check out books” or for directions such as “where is the bubbler” or “what floor are the periodicals on”.  For our study, we use all five categories as the “traditional taxonomy” to classify our virtual reference questions. 



Galvin’s Taxonomy

Major Categories:

1. Searching – using catalog, internet, or database to find materials

2. Instructing – instructing how to do any library-related task

3. Routing – providing directions to physical locations

4. Escorting – walking with patron to physical location

5. Fetching – retrieving item for patron

6. Troubleshooting – repairing technical glitches or hardware issues

7. Maintaining – refilling office supplies, general cleaning

8. Granting – providing keys to the GIS lab, checking out special materials

9. Disseminating – giving information about various library policies, hours
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Galvin Library created its own custom classification scheme that expands the five traditional categories to nine.  A librarian selects which functions of the nine categories listed here were done when helping a patron.  For example, the patron asked us if we have the Journal of Abnormal Psychology, and if so where could they find it.  We would then list that we searched our journal list, instructed the patron on how to use the database that contains the journal, or routed the patron to the floor that has the hard copy of the journal.  Each reference transaction can contain many different question classifications, instead of defining the transaction by one overarching theme. 



Galvin’s Taxonomy

Galvin uses a custom-designed Microsoft Access 
database, called RefStats that expands on the 

traditional taxonomy.

•Accounts for the uncertainty in patron’s request or 
question

•Details what services are provided in each transaction

•Contains 9 broad categories with sub-categories in 
each
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Our Government Documents Librarian, Aric Ahrens, created a Microsoft Access database & form, which we call RefStats to track all reference transactions. We are also able to mark how long the transaction took, and if we know anything about the patron’s status or their major. Its greatest benefit is that it allows the librarian to account for the unfolding nature of the reference interview by detailing all actions taken or services provided when helping a patron. Each of the 9 categories is further broken out into sub-categories for in-depth tracking and enabling better statistical analysis. 



RefStats Front Page
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This is what the opening screen of the RefStats tool looks like. This screen allows the librarian to record information about the patron and the length of the transaction. Clicking on the tabs across the top will open forms for each category and then you can select a subcategory within that category. For example, if you direct someone to the location of the washroom, you would select the routing tab and then click the button for washroom. When you’ve completed your notation of the reference transaction, you click the Submit button and you can go on to the next transaction. Again, note that one interaction with a patron (one record in the database) can include more than one action or service (category in the taxonomy). 



Method
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In the following slides we will talk about the methods we employed to undertake our study of virtual reference at the Galvin Library.



Method

Setting

• Added new virtual reference services

• Rolled out IM reference 

•Added new email address reference@iit.edureference@iit.edu

•Revamped Ask a LibrarianAsk a Librarian page

•Publicized IM reference

mailto:reference@iit.edu
https://www.gl.iit.edu/services/ref/ask.htm
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Beginning January 2, 2007 we unveiled the new ask a librarian webpage that includes our 2 new channels for virtual reference services: IM reference & a new email address. IM reference started out using just the GAIM software and desktop IM clients. At the beginning of March we added the web-based Meebo client to our Ask a Librarian page. The reference@iit.edu email address supplemented the existing web-form for emailed reference questions. The revamped Ask a Librarian page was added to our recently created Getting Started with Your Research page and the new IIT portal. We publicized our IM service through the campus wide e-newsletter, on our home page, and with flyers.  We also incorporated IM reference into any BI sessions conducted during this time. It should be noted, that we saw an increase in use when IM reference services were mentioned in the campus wide e-newsletter, both at the beginning of the semester and when we added the Meebo widget. 



Method

Process

• Study period was set as February 1-March 31, 
2007

•Chat transcripts and emails automatically saved 

•After the study period:

•Read and classified all emails and chat transcriptions

•Pulled RefStats data for February and March
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So how did we conduct our survey? The data collection part was easy.  GAIM automatically logs all chats if you set the preference to do so, so from Feb 1st to March 31st, all IMs were stored in a private folder on a single computer.  E-mail was just as easy, we simply saved the emails from the same two month time period.  Then Jannelle and I divided up the IMs and Emails, and categorized them based on both the Katz/Sears scheme and our RefStats system.  We compared our analyses and reached a consensus on transactions that fell in a grey area between classifications. We also pulled the Feb and March RefStats data for comparing in-person reference services and virtual reference services. 



Data Collection
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What follows is a representation of our data by type of reference service and taxonomy. 
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These charts compare all in-person transactions to all virtual reference transactions using the traditional Katz and Sears’ taxonomy.  The most striking section that pops out at you is that 49% of virtual reference questions are specific search questions.  In fact, if you combine specific and extended search questions, 73 percent of all virtual reference questions are research-based.  Compare that to only 48% on the in person chart.  As we expected, the bulk of in person transactions were directional.  Something else we found notable is that there were no ready-reference questions in virtual reference.
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We thought we’d include these pie charts to give you a better idea of how our RefStats tool works.  The in person chart shows how using RefStats provides more detail than the traditional taxonomy about the transactions.  For example, you get to see what types of directional questions were asked.  Did the person want to be pointed somewhere? Did they need to be escorted to a title?  Questions are not grouped into one large category based on the overall question asked; instead, each transaction can have multiple questions asked and all are noted. Such specificity can help your department evaluate how your time is spent at the reference desk.  The RefStats tool is less helpful for Virtual Reference, since most of the specificity is in categories that do not occur in the virtual environment. 



Data Collection

Traditional – Katz & Sears
IM                                 Email
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This slide splits virtual reference into IM and Email, and compares question types based on the traditional taxonomy.  We found it interesting that specific searches were nearly identical in percentage of total transactions for both IM and Email.  We also thought it was interesting that library policy questions were more predominant in email, whereas extended research was larger in IM.  It makes sense when you think about the different channels of communication.  When chatting via instant messenger, the person is in the middle of doing their research and needs to talk to you in real time so they don’t have to stall their work.  If the question isn’t as urgent, such as a question about how many books they can check out or their ILL fines, they may be more apt to use email because they don’t need an answer that second. 



Data Collection

Traditional taxonomies are designed for direct 
contact with a patron. The use of virtual 

reference and electronic resources create a need 
for categorizing ancillary transactions.

•Technical difficulties

•Misuse or abuse

•Assistance with advanced electronic resources
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We noticed when we were compiling the data to fit into the traditional taxonomy that several virtual reference transactions could not fit into any of the categories.  For example we had several IMs where the patron said “hello” and when we responded they signed off.  Since our study coincided with the start of our IM service, we also got quite a few messages saying “Hi just testing out your IM.”  As for email, things like spam had no place in the taxonomy.  You don’t get questions like these in person.  We felt these transactions couldn’t be ignored because they do consume a chunk of our time as virtual reference librarians and helps us evaluate how we provide virtual services.  We also found it hard to classify any assistance that was about how to utilize advanced search options in a database or how to direct patrons to the proper search pathways to ensure authentication. So let’s see what happens when we add in new categories. 



Data Collection

Updated Taxonomy
IM                                   In Person
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The two new categories we added were technical difficulty and misuse or abuse.  We found that all ancillary questions fell into these categories.  Technical difficulty is defined as any IM or email transaction that is incomplete due to issues with the virtual format.  For example an IM that gets disconnected for whatever reason (patron signs off, network connection dies).  The other category, misuse or abuse, is defined as any time a patron does not ask us a question but just wants to chat about non-library related items or if a patron uses abusive, vulgar, or threatening words.  Further, any guests with non-IIT library resource related questions that use our IM or email fall into the misuse/abuse category. 



Data Collection

Updated Taxonomy
Email                                  In Person
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Via email we get far fewer questions that could be classified as misuse/abuse, but many more questions about library policy. This might be due to our local configuration. The reference email form is insulated from abuse by spammers and spiders. We believe we get more questions about library policy, usually circulation related questions, because we don’t have a separate email address for questions regarding circulation issues. The large number of specific search questions and the smaller number of extended research questions in email, we believe is due to the nature of the email. IM and in-person transactions are similar in that the questions and the patrons work are synchronous. Email tends to be asynchronous. Therefore it lends itself to specific information requests that don’t need immediate fulfillment. 



Data Collection

Extended Reference
IM

100%
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Something else we noted when going through the transcripts was that the extended reference questions seemed to be asking either exclusively about how to use a research tool or exclusively about help with a topic.  We wanted to see how accurate our perceptions were, so we split all extended reference transactions between extended reference about a tool or extended reference about a subject. This slide shows you that 2/3rds of all IM extended reference was subject related, while 1/3rd was predominately on how to use a library tool.  We believe that it would be worthy to study the difference between extended reference questions as more resources become available online and as databases become more complex. 



Data Collection

Extended Reference
Email

100%
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And this slide shows you that all extended reference questions via email were subject related. 



Data Collection

Notable Figures

• 87% of IM questions are specific search or 
extended research in the traditional taxonomy

•49% with our new categories 
•New categories had lesser impact on Email 

questions
• 78% of extended research questions in virtual 

reference are subject-based

• 31% of Email questions are library 
policy compared to 9% in IM
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So, what do we consider to be the most important points to take away from all those charts?  Perhaps most importantly is the variation between the old taxonomy and our new taxonomy in transaction classification.  While most actual “questions” in virtual reference are research related, for every research question we got in IM we also got a disconnect or abusive IM. We found that email reference did not utilize the new categories.  One could surmise this is due to the more formal nature of email as well as more stable email technology.  We also found that subject based reference questions are the predominant type of extended reference, and that emails have far more library policy questions than IM. 



Discussion

Aspects of the study that worked well

•Automatic logging of transcripts simple and 
effective

•Established in person statistical tracker made 
comparing data easy
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 Let’s look at what went right and what we would do differently.  The virtual reference tools we studied, IM and email, make detailed data collection easy. Automatic logging of IM transactions and saving email reference questions provide a detailed recording of the entire virtual reference transaction. It’s analogous to creating a video and sound recording of an in-person transaction because with IM and email everything happens in the medium. We were also fortunate to have our reference statistical tool (RefStats) that all reference desk workers are trained in using. Our RefStats training and use gets us thinking about categorizing each and every reference transaction. We believe this helped us to efficiently analyze the virtual reference transactions, categorize them, and identify the deficiencies in the traditional taxonomies. 

john
Note
Completed set by john



Discussion

What we would do differently next time

•Extend study period to include different 
times in the semester

•Conduct study on an established IM 
reference service
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We acknowledge that our study period (2 months) was short and that future work in this area should be done over a longer period of time that would account for the ebb & flow in the academic calendar. Also we acknowledge that the data may be skewed because we are working with a newly launched service. This would account for the IM transactions that were just patrons testing the service without any questions. However, the virtual reference services will always be new to some patrons at an academic library, so it is hard to determine without further study what changes may occur if we were studying a more mature virtual reference service. 



Conclusions
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Finally, we will deliver our conclusions and some issues to consider going forward with virtual reference services. 



Conclusions

• Technical difficulties are a factor in IM 
reference, and change the distribution of 
transaction types greatly when accounted for 
in the traditional taxonomy

•The impersonal nature of virtual 
communication leads to more misuse of 
reference services

• We see a higher proportion of 
research questions using virtual 
reference than in person
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We concluded from our study that technical difficulties are a factor in IM reference. The particular problems we encountered, disconnects and the like, are not accounted for in the traditional taxonomies nor in the literature available on IM reference. We believe it is a factor to consider. A discussion of misuse and abuse in virtual reference is also absent in the literature. The lack of face to face contact in virtual reference service may encourage some patrons to act inappropriately. We believe that the benefits of these new services far outweigh the consequences of misuse, but again it is something to be aware of.  We were pleased to find out that a large portion of the questions in virtual reference services were actual research questions, the kind of questions we are all trained to answer and relish to get.



Conclusions

•Traditional taxonomy could split extended 
reference category between extended 
reference in a tool and in a subject

•New taxonomies must account for technical 
problems in virtual reference, as they take up 
a large amount of time

•Ready reference category is obsolete in virtual 
reference
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We are suggesting the following changes to the traditional taxonomy for categorizing reference questions for use with virtual reference. Extended research could be split into 2 categories of extended research. 1. Questions primarily about a topic 2. Questions primarily about a research tool.  Of course, there will be overlap between these two categories and often a question will ask both about a subject and how to use tool, but that becomes a problem with how you count transactions not about the taxonomy. Extended research alone doesn’t account for the difference between topical questions and more technical questions. We also propose two categories to account for the technical difficulties and misuse that arise in virtual reference services. Again, these are distinct enough to require separate categories and not currently counted in the traditional taxonomies. Finally, we suggest eliminating the ready reference category. To be honest, we also see little use of the ready reference category for in-person reference services too. This may be partly due to the fact that internet searching and easy to use online reference tools enable the patron to find these answers more easily than in the past and in fact, easier to find out for themselves than to expend the effort to ask someone else for the answer. We acknowledge that this may be unique to an academic library setting, but I would be curious to know if other library sectors still find ready reference to be a useful category. 



Suggested New Taxonomy for Virtual Reference

• Specific Search – Search for a specific title

•Extended Research on a tool – In-depth assistance in the 
use of a research tool

•Extended Research on a subject – In-depth assistance on a 
subject

•Technical Difficulty – disconnects, returned e-mails

•Misuse – non-IIT related questions, abusive language, 
spam

•Library Policy

•Directional
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Well, here it is. Our proposed new taxonomy for virtual reference services. Our categories are: Specific Search, Extended research on a tool, extended research on a subject, technical difficulty, misuse, library policy, and directional.  We feel these categories cover the variety of questions encountered in the virtual medium as well as offer the specificity needed to help evaluate virtual reference services.



Conclusions

What to do with all this information?

•Create circulation desk email assistance

•Evaluate peak usage times and adjust 
librarians’ schedules accordingly

•Train staff based on the types of question 
most received
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So we have all this statistical information about the type of questions we are getting, and we have created a new taxonomy for virtual reference.  What can we do with this information to better our reference services?  At IIT, our plan is to create a circulation desk email address so we can reduce the amount of circ-related questions we receive through IM and email.  In general, any library can use our taxonomy to evaluate the training of their reference desk staff.  Is your library receiving mostly extended research questions?  If so, you may want to spend more time practicing your in-depth research skills.  Or are the bulk of your questions directional or policy related questions?  In that case you would want to be sure that your staff is kept current on any changes within the library.  Something we plan to evaluate with our virtual reference services is scheduling.  We want to look at the times most virtual reference questions are received and cater to that accordingly.  For example if the bulk of our questions are occurring in the evening, we would assign a librarian to be on IM from home during those peak hours.
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Thank you for following along with us.  We would like to again thank the Management of Electronic Resources and Services Committee for allowing us to participate in this session and we invite you to participate in the online discussion to follow the presentation. Please feel free to contact us with any questions you might have. 
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